“TOGETHER” FOCUS Gives Thanks to:
My husband, partner, and soul mate, Darick Parrish; who continues to be an
inspiration, everyday, to FOCUS. His amazing talents, compassion, care and love
helps guide us on this new journey in our new location. Dear Darick, you are
forever loved and missed.
Sharon Willard; The Administrative Director, Monie’s Personal Assistant, and
cherished Friend. Your endless loyalty, integrity, honor, commitment, and TLC
touches us all, and keeps us all grounded. Thank you for always believing in
FOCUS and showing this in the endless hours you dedicate, the infinite hats you
wear, the endless talents you share, and your selfless commitment to reflect the
professionalism of FOCUS. I am forever grateful and truly blessed to have you
there by my side. We would all be lost without you.
The FDC Faculty; For the training, support, guidance, encouragement, TLC,
creativity, and inspiration you give to each and every dancer, and all you do to
help make FOCUS an even greater success for all, with your “together”
teamwork and commitment!
To our Head/Social Media Pied-Piper, Noelle, always there to give her time and
talents no matter the task. The Competing Coordinator Deana, who assists us
with a positive attitude and energy. The Summer Workshop/Intensive Director
Terre, with her positive contagious attitude and enthusiasm. A special thank you
to Shannon for all her endless hours of assistance and vision when it’s needed
most. The Competing Choreographers, for all their creativity, choreographic
visions, and all they do to create winning memories for all the FOCUS competing
Dancers.
The Competing Parent Club/Concert Coordinators; For giving beyond the call of
duty to selflessly volunteer their time working with Monie and Sharon to insure
that the Competing Program and Concerts shine bright, are magical in there
celebrations, and create loving memories in and out of the FDC Studio doors!
Here’s to our competing communications coordinator Shen, who is always there
to lend a hand 24 hours a day, and gives with a smile on her face and a twinkle
in her eye.
The FDC Office Team; Yvette, Jennifer, Monica, Suzanne, Julie, Esther, Tracy,
Chelsea, Linda, and Dora; there is never a clear-cut view of what you do and
how you do it. It just manages to get done under the amazing direction of
Sharon (yet another job she directs!) we wonder how we ever existed without all
of you. Wait! We didn’t. Here’s a special welcome and thank you to our new
team members Linda and Dora for diving in head first with a positive energy and
enthusiasm “TOGETHER” You all make an incredible team, with endless talents
and skills in your tireless dedication to FOCUS and the FOCUS Family. We are so
blessed that you are all FOCUS Family too.
The FOCUS Universal, and Competing Dancers; those marvelous entertainers we
are so proud to call FOCUS family, and their endless commitment to exploring
that amazing passion that is dance. A genuine thank you for lighting up the
stage, giving music an even more beautiful purpose, and your determination to

BECOME the Dancer your heart dreams. You Move, Breathe, Sweat, and yes,
sometimes Bleed, As a Dancer. Thank you for sharing your passion for dance with
each and every FOCUS audience and being part of the FOCUS journey.
The Parent; The Guardian, Taxi Driver, ATM, Alarm Clock, Therapist, Nurse, Doctor,
Chef, Laundromat, Tailor, And Supplier of Support, Motivation, Encouragement,
Lessons, Reality, Love, TOUGH-Love, and Life in General. FOCUS thanks you for
your generosity, enthusiasm, thoughtfulness, and most of all the patronage,
loyalty, and commitment you bring to FDC.
Here’s to everyone, for your belief in our “focus” as we “together” celebrate the
New Generation of FOCUS in our new building! We love you all!

